TRIPLE THREAT PRODUCTIONS
CODE OF CONDUCT FORM
Fans, as well as the dancers and staff members, are expected to abide by the code of conduct at all Triple Threat
practices, events, appearances and performances.
FANS' CODE OF CONDUCT
Fans will abide by a Code of Conduct which includes the provisions below. If any of these rules are broken a Triple
Threat Productions’ Staff Member will request the individual to leave or shall have the venue security to rectify
the situation.
Fans shall:
1. Not criticize the dancers or coaches in front of the other spectators publically.
2. Not criticize other dance teams, performers or fans by word of mouth or by gesture.
3. Refrain from using physical or verbal abuse or profane language at any time.
4. Not be allowed backstage or on stage unless with consent by a Triple Threat Production Staff Member.
5. Not interfere/interrupt dance team before, during or after performances or at practice.
6. Not cause any damage to venues and/or equipment to venues during, before or after performances, events,
appearances or practices.
VIOLATION
Any fan who violates the code of conduct risks the further participation of the dancer on the dance team. The
procedure is as follows:
1. Any fan that violates the code of conduct or becomes a nuisance will be asked to leave.
2. If the fan fails to leave upon request, the dancer may be suspended from further participation in team activities.
3. Triple Threat Productions will decide if the duration of the suspension is to be longer than one to four weeks or
if the dancer will be dropped from the team. That decision will depend on the attitude of the dancer.
CONDUCT OF ALL DANCERS
All dancers must earn their positions and continue to work to maintain their positions.
Dancer’s Code
I will: emphasize the ideals of teamwork and ethical conduct at all times. Show courtesy to my fellow team
members, staff members and choreographers. Recognize opportunities to perform are serious educational
endeavors. Give complete allegiance to my team and follow the instructional authority of Staff Members and
Choreographers for my team. Discourage fans, fellow and team members from undercutting Triple Threat
Productions’ authority.
I will not: Use profanity or talk “trash” to anyone, during or after any performance, appearance, event or practice.
Be under the influence of drugs and/or alcohol while performing and doing appearances. Criticize my teammates.
Act in any way that may incite spectators to behave badly.
I have read the CODE OF CONDUCT and understand what is expected.

Dancer’s Name (PRINT)

Dancer’s Signature

This form must be signed by all Triple Threat Productions Dance Team Members.
This Code of Conduct covers the entire family, friends, and fan network.

Date

